The Secretariat of ICITO/GATT is seeking to fill the position of Analyst/Programmer. Applications from men and women are equally welcome. Serving staff members who may be interested in this position are also invited to apply.

POST: Analyst/Programmer


without dependants - US$24,856 to US$31,793 net p.a.

POST ADJUSTMENT: 

P.2 range: with dependants - US$29,139 to US$37,536 net p.a.
without dependants - US$27,342 to US$34,972 net p.a.

Allowances according to Staff Rules. Net salary and other emoluments are exempt from income tax and paid in Swiss francs.

TYPE OF APPOINTMENT: Fixed-term for two years.

ORGANIZATIONAL LOCATION:
Operational Department B,
Statistics and Information Systems Division
Information Systems Section

GENERAL FUNCTIONS: The incumbent will work on the establishment of systems, on microcomputers or mainframe as appropriate, based on the Integrated Data Base and other databases.

Under the supervision of the Database Administrator, the duties will include:

a) Analysis of the system requirements.

b) Proposals on the appropriate mainframe or microcomputer hardware and software for system implementation.

c) System design and documentation.

d) Programme coding, testing, implementation and maintenance.

e) Users training and support.

This allowance is adjustable according to the movements in the cost of living and to changes in the official United Nations rate of exchange between the US dollar and the Swiss franc. The figures mentioned above, which should be added to the base salary figures, correspond to the exchange rate for November 1990.

90-1681
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS: University degree in computer science. He/she must have a thorough knowledge of microcomputer equipment and software as well as IBM mainframe environment (i.e. 3090 equipment, MVS/XA operating system, JCL, ISPF) and well trained in a high-level programming language. Experience with a database management system would be an asset.

Experience using micro-computers, as well as skills in EDP communications and networking would be necessary.

Minimum three years experience in systems analysis and programming.

LANGUAGES: Fluency in English or French. A working knowledge of the other language would be desirable.

APPLICATIONS: A formal application should be submitted to:

Chief of Personnel
ICITO/GATT
Centre William Rappard
Rue de Lausanne 154
CH-1211 Geneva 21
Switzerland

CLOSING DATE OF
THIS VACANCY NOTICE: 14 December 1990